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Abstract

We present a systematic study on the benefit of the implementation of poly‐Si on

oxide (POLO) or related junctions into p‐type industrial Si solar cells as compared

with the benchmark of Passivated Emitter and Rear Cell (PERC). We assess three

aspects: (a) the simulated efficiency potential of representative structures with POLO

junctions for none (=PERC+), one, and for two polarities; (b) possible lean process

flows for their fabrication; and (c) experimental results on major building blocks. Syn-

ergistic efficiency gain analysis reveals that the exclusive suppression of the contact

recombination for one polarity by POLO only yields moderate efficiency improve-

ments between 0.23%abs and 0.41%abs as compared with PERC+ because of the

remaining recombination paths. This problem is solved in a structure that includes

POLO junctions for both polarities (POLO2), for whose realization we propose a lean

process flow, and for which we experimentally demonstrate the most important

building blocks. However, two experimental challenges—alignment tolerances and

screen‐print metallization of p+ poly‐Si—are unsolved so far and reduced the effi-

ciency of the “real” POLO2 cell as compared with an idealized scenario. As an inter-

mediate step, we therefore work on a POLO IBC cell with POLO junctions for one

polarity. It avoids the abovementioned challenges of the POLO2 structure, can be

realized within a lean process flow, and has an efficiency benefit of 1.59%abs as com-

pared with PERC—because not only contact recombination is suppressed but also the

entire phosphorus emitter is replaced by an n+ POLO junction.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The evolutionary improvement of Passivated Emitter and Rear (PERC

or PERC+1) solar cells poses a tough benchmark for the implementa-

tion of alternative concepts. Median production efficiencies have been

increased almost linearly with approximately 0.5% per year, reaching

now values well above 22%.2 Recently, PERC record efficiencies of

24.1%3 and 24.4%4 have been announced. Although no details are

disclosed so far and calibrated measurements according to ISO

17025/IEC 6094 are pending, these impressive results seem to pro-

vide a post‐priori verification of a former controversially discussed

simulation‐based prediction of an efficiency potential for PERC

beyond 24%.5 Besides efficiency improvements, further contributions

to the continuous reduction of costs per Watt peak are the increase of

throughput to up to 6000 wafers per hour and per front‐end tool6 and

an increase in wafer size. When implementing new technologies, the

throughput has to be maintained, and any increase in process com-

plexity has to be counterbalanced by a significant gain in efficiency.

On the other hand, it does not seem trivial to close the gap between

current production median and record efficiencies for “conventional”

PERC, and many groups work on conceptual improvements. There is

strong industry interest in the implementation of passivating contacts.

In particular, poly‐Si on oxide (POLO) and related junction schemes,

which can be implemented as a drop‐in upgrade for the current technol-

ogy, are already in pilot line production.7 Passivating contacts have

proven their capability for efficiencies of at least 26.1% on lab‐type IBC

solar cells with POLO junction for both polarities8 and of at least 25.8%

on lab‐type double side contacted (DSC) cells with poly‐Si on the rear

and lab‐type “conventional” selectively doped boron c‐Si front side emit-

ter.9 Nevertheless, their implementation in industrial solar cells is still a

subject of ongoing research at many institutes and companies. The chal-

lenge is twofold—first, to transfer the high efficiency from the lab cells

to the industrial scale and second, to reduce the process complexity down

to a level that is competitive with the abovementioned PERC benchmark.

It is not clear yet which cell concept with passivating contacts (and

which corresponding process flow) is most suited to address these chal-

lenges. Many groups are working on different cell concepts. Clearly, the

“most prominent” cell structure with passivating contacts is an n‐type

cell with boron front emitter (including “unpassivated” front contacts)

and n+ poly‐Si on the rear, denoted as “TOPCon”,10,11 “monoPoly”,12

“PaCo”,13 PERPoly,14 and so forth. Recently, an ISO 17025/IEC 6094

calibrated record efficiency of 24.6% has been announced15 for this

structure on a large area cell. Other groups, too, reported excellent

results of 23%,16 24.2%,17 and 24.6%.4 This progress is particularly

remarkable since it indicates that the limitation implied by the

“unpassivated” screen‐printed front side contact on the first industrial

PERPoly cells14 has been mitigated. There is no information so far

whether this improvement is achieved within an industrially feasible

process flow. Addressing the “leaky bucket problem” by implementing

passivating contacts for both polarities has proven its viability (effi-

ciency‐wise) on lab‐type and industrial IBC cells.8,18,19 However, a lean

process flow remains challenging for this approach because of the

necessity of structuring. Nevertheless, also for DSC cell structures with
passivating contacts for only one polarity, the process complexity might

cover a broad spectrum from potentially small (eg, by using firing‐only

contacts20,21) to rather large.12

The aim of this work is therefore to provide a systematic study on

the efficiency potential and process complexity of different represen-

tative cell structures with passivating contacts for one and for two

polarities, and to compare it with the PERC benchmark without any

passivating contacts. Since a potential process flow can be easily writ-

ten on paper but can have drawbacks and road blockers in reality, we

also address the main building blocks experimentally.
2 | APPROACH

2.1 | Choice of cell structures and process flows

The numbers of potential cell structures with passivating contacts and

the number of potential process flows for their realization is huge. A

systematic simulation‐based comparison of the efficiency potential

for (almost) all cell structures with passivating contacts will be pub-

lished elsewhere.22 Here, we restrict ourselves to a limited number

of representative examples to discuss the advantages and disadvan-

tages of none vs one vs two passivating contact polarities.

For this and future works,22 we want to use the following notation:

cell structures with passivating contacts for one polarity are denoted

as “POLO” and cell structures with passivating contacts for two polar-

ities are denoted as “POLO2.” As prefix, we may write—if necessary in

the specific context—the doping type of the substrate (n‐Si or p‐Si)

and, in braces, the doping type of the poly‐Si ({n}or {p}). As suffix, we

may write the location of the pn‐junction, which can also be formed

between the “conventional polarity” and the wafer (front junction

[FJ], back junction [BJ], or IBC). Other properties of the cell structures,

such as the presence or absence of a front side diffusion or locally

structured poly‐Si, will be remarked in the text.

According to this system, the full notation of our 26.1% cell8 would

be “p‐Si POLO2 IBC.” The full notation of a TOPCon/monoPoly/

PaCo/PERPoly cell structure would be “n‐Si {n}POLO FJ” (we would

like to remark that we do not want to promote a further name here,

but only to illustrate the logic of our notation system). While this nota-

tion would be systematic, it is quite lengthy and not catchy. If possible,

we therefore try to simplify it and to define more “intuitive” names for

the most important structures.

Figure 1 shows the schematic drawings of the cell structures

selected for this study. All of the chosen exemplary structures utilize

p‐type bulk material, which has the lion's share of the market of more

than 90% today. The structure representing the case without passivat-

ing contacts—and the ultimate benchmark—is the PERC+ cell.23 From

this starting point, first, we introduce passivating contacts for one

polarity. There are two options to do so: putting n+ poly‐Si locally

under the metal fingers on the front side (p‐Si {n}POLO FJ, here

denoted as “PERC+ POLO”), or replacing the conventional Al2O3/

SiNx + Al‐BSF rear side by p+ poly‐Si (p‐Si {p}POLO FJ).24 It is also

possible to replace the P‐doped emitter completely with n+ poly‐Si.



FIGURE 1 Schematic drawing—not to scale—of the cell structures investigated in this work with POLO junctions for (A) zero, (B1‐3) one, and
(C) two polarities. We use the following denotation: (A) PERC+, (B1) p‐Si {n}POLO FJ = “PERC+ POLO,” (B2) p‐Si {p}POLO FJ, (B3) p‐Si {n}
POLO IBC = “POLO IBC,” (C) p‐Si POLO2 BJ [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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However, because of the strong parasitic absorption, the poly‐Si then

has to be located on the rear‐side. One option to realize such a struc-

ture is an IBC cell with n+ POLO emitter, but still local Al BSF regions

(p‐Si {n}POLO IBC,25-28 here denoted as “POLO IBC”). For DSC struc-

tures with passivating contacts for two polarities, there are even more

possibilities.29,30 We exemplarily chose—because of its high efficiency

potential and potential lean process flow (see below)—a p‐type cell

with n+ poly‐Si on the entire rear side and p+ poly‐Si locally under

the metal fingers on the front (p‐Si POLO2 BJ). We consider the spe-

cific case that no heavily diffused c‐Si is present on the front. A similar

structure, but with a “conventionally boron‐doped local front surface

field,” was proposed by Richter et al,9 and by Brendel et al25 with a

local front surface field formed by Al alloying.

For the envisaged process sequences, we restrict ourselves to

options based on low‐pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD)

of poly‐Si. This implies that we not only have to deal with the double

side deposition nature of LPCVD for the structures with poly‐Si for

one polarity, but that it also offers a very elegant way to realize the

p‐Si POLO2 BJ structure with poly‐Si for two polarities (see below).

We also restrict ourselves to process options based on quartz furnace

anneals for the POLO junction formation (i.e., we do not consider so

far the firing‐only20,21 approach). We acknowledge that there are fur-

ther nominally single‐sided deposition methods for Si such as the

plasma‐enhanced chemical vapor deposition,13,31-36 atmospheric‐

pressure chemical vapor deposition,21 sputtering,37 electron beam

evaporation,38 and printing of liquid silicon.39 These alternatives pos-

sibly enable not only different but also elegant process flows. How-

ever, most of our experimental evaluation of building blocks so far is

based on LPCVD.
2.2 | Numerical device simulations

For the assessment of the efficiency potential and to generate an under-

standing of its limitations, we conduct numerical device simulations.

The optical generation profiles are calculated by raytracing simulations

using the SunRays software40 and experimental n,k data for the poly‐

Si.41,42 The electrical simulations are based on the Quokka2 implemen-

tation43 of the CoBomodel44 and the synergistic efficiency gain analysis

(SEGA).45,46 The input parameters are listed in Table 1. A detailed dis-

cussion of them will be included in an upcoming publication.22
Briefly summarized, we mainly use values measured in‐house on

test structures. Only if own measurement data is missing for a certain

quantity, we use the best literature data available. Although we think

that our in‐house measurement data is consistent with recent publica-

tions from other groups, it therefore could be that slightly better

values have been reported elsewhere (eg, for the properties of Ag

on n+‐doped c‐Si textured surface). Also, we would like to remark that

while many quantities are continuously improving, we had to freeze

the input parameters at a certain point in time. One example is the

J0 value for fired Al2O3/SiNx on planar surfaces, which we experimen-

tally improved to 1 fA/cm2 after the finalization of the manuscript.

Nevertheless, such small changes do not affect the major conclusions

of this work. As a last remark, we also want to point out that there are

of course uncertainties in the measurement. To account for them in a

simulation study, a sensitivity analysis would be required. However,

with respect to the high number of cell structures investigated here,

this seems to be not feasible. We would also not expect a significant

effect on the results for realistic parameter ranges.

Our first priority for the simulation study is comparability of the

different cell structures. We therefore assume the same base resistiv-

ity (0.9 Ω cm), the same respective bulk lifetime (as measured on a

boron‐doped p‐type Czochralski‐grown [Cz] wafer at ISFH after deac-

tivation of the BO complexes), and the same finger pitches, metallized

area fractions, etc. One should note that the latter parameters could

be slightly optimized for each structure. In contrast to Min et al,5 we

exclusively consider screen‐print metallization (no plating). For metal-

lized poly‐Si regions, we assume the same passivation quality as

achieved in the nonmetallized regions. In the face of the impressive

progress in contacting poly‐Si with firing‐through screen printing,47

multiple screen‐printed poly‐Si cells with open‐circuit voltage values

above 700 mV,17,18 and our own recent results, this seems a justified

medium term assumption—at least for thick (approximately 200 nm) n‐

type poly‐Si. For p‐type poly‐Si, maintaining the passivation quality

after Ag/Al print is much more challenging (see, eg, Mack et al48 and

our own results below). We discuss the implication of an increased

J0,met,p+poly in detail below. For the cell structures with local poly‐Si

regions underneath the metal fingers on the front, we take into

account the necessity of alignment tolerances. According to our pro-

posed process sequences, this implies that 200 nm thick poly‐Si layers

on planar surfaces remain in 22.5‐μm–wide regions adjacent on both

sides of the metal finger. The corresponding increase in reflection

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com


TABLE 1 Main input parameters used for the SEGA simulation in this work.

Quantity Value Origin

Bulk

Resistivity 0.9 Ω cm measured at ISFH on 0.9 Ω cm B‐doped
Cz‐Si after BO deactivationτn0 20 000 μs

τp0 2000 μs

Wafer thickness 160 μm Typical value

Surfaces (non‐contacted)

Al2O3/SiNx fired, planar surfaces 6 fA/cm2 Measured at ISFH

Al2O3/SiNx fired, textured surfaces 3 fA/cm2 Measured at ISFH

Passivated P emitter, inter‐finger regions 20 fA/cm2; 120 Ω/sq. Extrapolated from current status at ISFH

Passivated P emitter, highly doped regions 100 fA/cm2; 95 Ω/sq. Extrapolated from current status at ISFH

n+ poly‐Si/SiNx, non‐metallized regions,

planar surface

3 fA/cm2; 45 Ω/sq. Measured at ISFH

p+ poly‐Si/SiNx, non‐metallized regions,

planar surface

5 fA/cm2; 150 Ω/sq. Measured at ISFH

Contacts

Ag on n+ doped c‐Si, textured surface,

laser doped from PSG

1850 fA/cm2, 1.5 mΩ cm2 Measured at ISFH

Ag on n+ poly‐Si, planar surface J0 as on noncontacted regions;

1.5 mΩ cm2

No lifetime reduction upon metallization

resolvable, ρc measured at ISFH

Ag (Al) on p+ poly‐Si, planar surface J0 as on noncontacted regions;

5 mΩ cm2

Assumption, discussion see text

Al‐BSF 500 fA/cm2; 3 mΩ cm2 Measured at ISFH

Geometrical

Ag and Ag/Al finger width 30 μm Extrapolated from current status at ISFH

Poly‐Si finger width 75 μm Ambitious but potentially achievable

alignment tolerances

Finger pitch front 1350 μm Typical values

Finger pitch rear 700 μm

IBC finger pitch 500 μm
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and parasitic absorption is included in our area‐weighted ray tracing

simulations for the different regions of the cell.

How to experimentally combine all of these input parameters on

one cell remains an open question. One example that this transfer

might not always be straightforward is the SRH bulk lifetime in

boron‐doped Cz material, which is apparently lower on cell level than

on test structures.49 We also have to remark that Quokka2 is not

capable to take into account the junction resistance between poly‐Si

and c‐Si. However, since this resistance is very small for good junc-

tions,50,51 the error implied by this constraint should be small.

2.3 | Proposed process flows using LPCVD

Table 2 shows a typical process flow for the PERC+ benchmark and

our envisaged process flows for the structure with POLO junctions

for one polarity (PERC+ POLO) and for the structure with POLO junc-

tions for two polarities (p‐Si POLO2 BJ). For the process flow for the

POLO IBC cell, we would like to refer the reader to Haase et al.28

For a potential process flow for the p‐Si {p}POLO FJ cell, we think that
the sequence reported in Duttagupta et al12 for the n‐Si {n}POLO FJ

cell is representative when switching all polarities.

To our knowledge, there is no common definition of how to count

process steps and their combination. As a rule of thumb, we combine

single steps if they can be performed subsequently in the same tool.

The process flow for PERC+ includes a selectively doped emitter

(realized by laser doping from the phosphorus silica glass [PSG]). An

ex situ thermal oxidation after PSG removal would add an additional

step and change the order of steps if the oxide is not thin enough to

stay underneath the Al2O3/SiNx passivation on the rear.

For the integration of POLO junctions for one polarity, the process

complexity might increase significantly.12 Even for the realization of

our PERC+ POLO cell, which has—except for the poly‐Si underneath

the metal fingers on the front—a very similar structure as the PERC+

cell, we have to add at least three process steps: (a) poly‐Si deposition

full area; (b) laser oxidation, ie, formation of a thin SiOx by local

heating of the finger regions; and (c) poly‐Si removal in the interfinger

regions via etching, where the SiOx serves as etch mask.25 If one

would rather apply a full area poly‐Si deposition, print an etch mask,



TABLE 2 Process flows for exemplary cell structures with zero, one and two POLO junctions

None One Two polarities passivating contacts

PERC+ PERC+ POLO p‐Si POLO2 BJ

Preclean, texturization, clean Preclean, texturization, clean, wet chemical oxidation SDE, cleaning, wet chemical oxidation

POCl3 diffusion Double‐sided deposition of Si (LPCVD) Double‐sided deposition of in situ

p+‐doped Si (LPCVD)

Laser doping SE from PSG Laser oxidation finger regions front Laser ablation inter‐finger regions front

Rear‐side polishing, PSG removal,

cleaning

Diluted KOH, cleaning Texturization, cleaning

SiNx front POCl3 diffusion PECVD diffusion barrier front

Al2O3/SiNx rear Rear‐side polishing, PSG removal, cleaning POCl3 diffusion incl. POLO

junction formation and overcomp. rear

LCO SiNx front PSG and dielectric etch

Ag screen‐print rear (solder pads) Al2O3/SiNx rear Al2O3/SiNx front

Al screen‐print rear LCO SiNx rear

Ag screen‐print front Ag screen‐print rear (solder pads) Ag/Al screen‐print front

Co‐firing Al screen‐print rear Ag screen‐print rear

Ag screen‐print front Co‐firing

Co‐firing

Note. All process sequences refer to an LPCVD‐based poly‐Si deposition and a POLO junction formation via tube furnace anneal. Process steps which need

to be developed are written in italic letters. Most of them are evaluated in the experimental section.
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structure the poly‐Si by wet chemical etching, and subsequently

remove the mask, one would even add four process steps. One has

to remark that the laser doping from the PSG, as necessary for the fab-

rication of the PERC+ cell, is not necessary for the PERC+ POLO cell.

Thus, the net additional number of process steps is two (laser oxida-

tion) or three (printed etch masks).

The integration of POLO junctions for two polarities does not nec-

essarily increase the process complexity further (seeTable 2). Our envis-

aged process flow for the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell is quite lean: utilizing the

chemical resistance of highly p‐type‐doped (greater than 1020 cm−3) Si52

in alkaline etching solutions as an in situ–deposited etch mask turns the

weakness of the double‐sided LPCVD deposition into a strength. Laser

ablation of the p+‐type poly‐Si in the interfinger regions and subsequent

etching restricts the poly‐Si to the finger regions on the front (+ align-

ment tolerances for screen print metallization). Laser machining of large

areas is possible with high throughput with advanced laser techniques

such as rotating polygon scanners.53 The n‐type doping of the poly‐Si

on the rear is realized by overcompensation of boron by phosphorus

during POCl3 diffusion. The high P diffusion coefficient in poly‐Si, which

is approximately four orders of magnitude larger than in monocrystalline

Si,54 should ensure that overcompensation is also possible for standard

POCl3 diffusions. LPCVD has the advantage of being capable of depos-

iting thicker poly‐Si layers (approximately 200 nm) without any blister-

ing issues. Thus, sufficient lateral conductivity of the grid‐contacted

rear‐side emitter can be ensured, and screen print metallization is facil-

itated. The dielectric stack on the rear serves as a rear‐side reflector, as

well as a source of atomic H for a hydrogenation of the n+‐type POLO

junction during firing. While pure SiNx might be sufficient as well, the

benefit of Al2O3/SiNx stack as a hydrogen source has been demon-

strated.55 We therefore consider the Al2O3 layer on the rear as optional.
We also would like to remark that the proposed process sequence

—with only slight modifications—could be applied for the realization of

different POLO2 cell structures. Starting with a p‐type wafer, it yields

a p‐Si POLO2‐BJ cell. Flipping the diffusion barrier to the rear, a p‐Si

POLO2‐FJ cell with a P‐doped c‐Si emitter in the interfinger regions

would be formed. Starting with an n‐type wafer and also flipping the

diffusion barrier to the rear would yield an n‐Si POLO2‐BJ cell with a

P‐doped c‐Si front surface field in the interfinger regions. One could

also apply the overcompensation approach for the fabrication of

POLO2 IBC cells.

A drawback of the proposed structure is that the Ag/Al front metal-

lization of the hole collecting contact (p+ poly‐Si) in our p‐Si POLO2‐BJ

cell will possibly consume more Ag than the conventional rear‐side of a

PERC(+) cell, where Ag is only included in the soldering pads. This is a

general issue of all cells without an Al metallization for one polarity.

2.4 | Experimental evaluation of essential building
blocks

We evaluate the main building blocks for the proposed process

sequences for the PERC+ POLO and p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell (Table 2) on

test structures.

The full‐area poly‐Si deposition requires a structuring process that

results in a selective removal of the poly‐Si in the interfinger regions

while leaving the poly‐Si in the finger regions intact. The option we

include in our proposed process sequence for the PERC+ POLO cell

is the local laser oxidation. First, results on the experimental evalua-

tion of this building block are reported below.

Themost innovative process steps in our proposed process sequence

for the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell are the overcompensation of the boron
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doping on one side of the wafer by phosphorus and the utilization of the

etch resistance of p+‐doped Si as an etch mask. Also, contacting the p‐

type poly‐Si by screen print has been reported to be challenging.48 All

of these three building blocks are evaluated experimentally.
2.4.1 | Building blocks for the PERC+ POLO cell
(laser oxidation finger regions front, diluted KOH,
cleaning)

To develop this process, we use texturized p‐type Cz silicon wafers

with 1.5 Ω cm–base resistivity and M2 format. Using an E2000

LPCVD furnace from Centrotherm, we deposit 190 nm in situ n‐

type–doped Si on top of a wet chemically grown SiO2 layer with a

thickness (as determined by ellipsometry) of 1.7 nm.

Local laser oxidation is performed via UV‐ps pulses with varying

pulse energy and spot distance. Subsequently, the poly‐Si is removed

in the nonoxidized regions by etching in 20% KOH.
2.4.2 | Building blocks for the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell#1
(Deposition of in situ p+‐doped poly‐Si)

To develop these processes, we use M2 n‐type Cz wafers with a base

resistivity of 2.7Ω cm (after high temperature treatment). These wafers

are damage‐etched and cleanedwithin an RCA cleaning sequence. Sub-

sequently, we grow wet‐chemically an (DI/O3) interfacial oxide with a

thickness of 1.7 ± 0.2 nm as determined by ellipsometry. Next, we

deposit 100 nm (group A) and 200 nm (group B) in situ p+‐doped poly‐

Si on both sides in an E2000 LPCVD furnace from Centrotherm. For

most of the samples, the POLO junction formation is performed in a

quartz tube for 30minutes in 900°C in nitrogen atmosphere. After junc-

tion formation, the samples are coated with 100 nm SiNx and fired in a

conveyor belt oven (DO‐FF‐8.600‐300 from Centrotherm) in air. The

samples approach the peak set fired temperature for a few seconds.
FIGURE 2 Photoconductance‐calibrated photoluminescence image
of a single‐side metallized test structure, showing the effective
lifetime τeff at an excess carrier density of 1015 cm−3. In clockwise
direction, starting from the upper left quarter, the metallization
fractions are fmet = 10%, 0%, 14.3%, and 5.6%. The nonmetallized
quarter is used for calibration via contactless photoconductance
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
2.4.3 | Building blocks for the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell#2
(laser ablation inter‐finger regions, texturization,
cleaning)

In order to investigate the local poly‐Si removal by laser and subse-

quent wet chemical etching, we ablate on some of the test structures

the poly‐Si with a picosecond pulse laser at wavelength of 355 nm.

We ablate 1.5 × 1.5‐cm2 sized regions on both sides of the test struc-

tures. Subsequently, we etch for varied etching times in 10% KOH at

75°C to remove the laser damage. Next, a texturization step is per-

formed. We investigate the integrity of the p+ poly‐Si etching barrier

in the nonlaser‐treated regions by scanning electron microscopy. In

order to evaluate to what extent the laser damage is removed, we pas-

sivate the samples by SiNx (2.4 refractive index). We use the dynamic

infrared lifetime mapping method56 (ILM) to assess the effective life-

time in the laser‐treated regions.
2.4.4 | Building blocks for the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell#3
(POCl3 diffusion incl. overcompensation of p‐type
doping)

Samples dedicated to the test of the overcompensation concept are

annealed in a standard POCl3 diffusion. In order to supply atomic

hydrogen to the c‐Si/SiOx interface, we deposit 50 nm of SiNx (refrac-

tive index of 2.05) by PECVD directly after junction formation (no HF

dip). We perform photoconductance decay measurements prior to and

after firing. The saturation current density of the POLO junctions in

the nonmetallized regions is determined by the method of Kane and

Swanson.57 Doping profiles are measured by electrochemical capaci-

tance voltage (ECV) measurements.

2.4.5 | Building blocks for the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell#4
(Ag/Al screen‐print on p+ doped poly‐Si)

For screen printing, we test two different pastes: paste A, specifically

designed for contacting p‐poly; and paste B, designed for contacting p

+ c‐Si emitters. We use a special test screen with finger openings of

50 μm, separated in four quarters that have finger pitches of P = ∞,

350, 500, and 900 μm. Printing on the rear therefore results in metal-

lization fractions f met of 0%, 5.6%, 10%, and 14.3%. In order to

increase the aspect ratio and to avoid finger interruptions, we perform

print‐on‐print. The firing set temperatures are split between 800°C,

830°C, 860°C, and 890°C.

We determine the saturation current density of the POLO junc-

tions in the metallized regions via injection‐dependent
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photoconductance‐calibrated photoluminescence lifetime imaging

(PC‐PLI) measurements, with a short‐pass filter as described in Müller

et al.58 Figure 2 exemplarily shows a photoluminescence image for

paste A, firing set temperature 860°C, and poly‐Si thickness 200 nm.

J0,poly,met is determined as follows. First, we fit the injection‐

dependent effective lifetime of the nonmetallized quarter by accounting

for the intrinsic lifetime limit,59,60 and using the SRH‐capture time con-

stant τp0, the symmetry factor k = τn0/τp0 and the saturation current den-

sity for recombination at the p‐poly–passivated surface, J0,poly, as fit

parameters. We assume a single defect in the center of the bandgap.

The so‐determined τp0 and k are then used to fit τeff for the remaining

quarters with J0,surf as the only fit parameter. J0,poly,met then follows from

J0,surf = (1− fmet) J0,poly + fmetJ0,poly,met. We determine the specific contact

resistance of the poly‐Si/metal contact by the transfer length method

(TLM).

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Simulation A—Idealized assumptions

Table 3 lists the simulated IV parameters for our exemplary cell struc-

tures with zero, one, and two polarities passivating contacts (compare

Figure 1). Figure 3 shows the efficiency gains achievable by a

hypothetic complete suppression of the respective recombination

path according to SEGA.45 An equivalent interpretation of the single

bars is as a loss as compared with zero recombination (“lossaczr”) for

the specific recombination path.
FIGURE 3 Left axis: energy conversion efficiency gains hypothetically
calculated with SEGA for the cell structures shown in Figure 1. Right axis:
simultaneous suppression of all recombination paths [Colour figure can be

TABLE 3 Main IV parameters of the cell structures shown in Figure 1, s

None
One

PERC+ PERC+ POLO p‐Si {p}POL

η, % 23.41 23.82 23.64

Voc, mv 687.94 704.33 695.11

Jsc, mA/cm2 41.15 40.92 41.01

FF, % 82.70 82.64 82.92
The PERC+ benchmark without POLO junctions has, for the input

parameters chosen here (compare Table 1), an efficiency potential of

23.41%. This is lower than the 24.2% as simulated by Min et al.5

One of the main reasons for this difference is that in Min et al,5

10‐μm–thin contact lines on the front (potentially realizable by plating)

have been assumed, which reduces optical shading and the contact

area fraction (front contact recombination). By contrast, we assume

here 30‐μm–wide screen‐printed fingers with a much larger area of

the metal/Si interface. The open‐circuit voltage Voc of the PERC+ cell

is calculated to 688 mV. Figure 3 shows that the major limitation for

Voc is contact recombination at the emitter/front‐grid interface,

accounting for an efficiency loss of 0.47%abs, as compared with zero

contact recombination. Our in‐house measured J0,met value of

1850 fA/cm2 might be reduced in the future by better pastes or an

optimization of the laser doping process, but it seems difficult to

reduce it by an order of magnitude. Remarkably, recombination in

the passivated emitter regions (0.3%abs lossaczr) and the contact

recombination at the hole contact on the rear (0.28%abs lossaczr) are

almost as large as the lossaczr because of front‐contact recombination.

Bulk recombination—as calculated based on our experimental value of

τn0 = 2000 μs measured after deactivation of the BO complexes—

plays a minor role (0.07%abs lossaczr). This impressively shows the

recent progress achieved in boron‐doped p‐type Cz wafer material

quality, which obviously does not pose an efficiency limitation and is

therefore still competitive with n‐type material. The short circuit cur-

rent density Jsc of the PERC+ cell is 41.15 mA/cm2. It is the highest

of all DSC‐simulated structures investigated here. In all other DSC cell
achievable by complete suppression of recombination (main paths),
efficiency gains due to synergy induced by a hypothetic
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

imulated with the input parameters listed in Table 1

Two polarities passivating contacts
O FJ POLO‐IBC p‐Si POLO2 BJ

25.0 24.98

722.17 739.90

41.49 40.62

83.43 83.11
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FIGURE 4 Contour‐plot of the efficiency of the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell
for various combinations of J0,p+poly,met, ρc,p+poly,met. The lower‐left
corner represents the value discussed above for “idealized
assumptions” [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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structures with at least one passivating contact, Jsc is reduced by par-

asitic absorption in the poly‐Si. The fill factor of the PERC+ cell of

82.70% is limited by various series resistance contributions. Among

them, the resistance implied by the lateral transport of majority car-

riers (holes) is a minor one and only accounts for an efficiency loss

of 0.07%abs as compared with zero hole transport resistance. Thus,

the possibility to ensure a “one‐dimensional current flow” by a full‐

area carrier collection on the rear is—at least for low‐resistive base

material as considered here—not a strong argument for the implemen-

tation of passivating contacts.

The PERC+ POLO structure addresses the main recombination loss

by introducing n+ POLO junctions below the metal fingers on the front.

This eliminates almost completely the corresponding efficiency lossaczr

(Figure 3). On the other hand, the remaining recombination lossesaczr

are increased because of the leaky bucket principle. In particular, the

recombination lossesaczr in the passivated emitter regions and recombi-

nation lossesaczr at the hole contact at the rear are both increased by

0.2%abs. Thus, the resulting increase inVoc fromPERC+ to PERC+POLO

is moderate (16.3 mV). On the other hand, Jsc is reduced by 0.23 mA/

cm2 because of parasitic absorption and increased reflection at the

poly‐Si adjacent to themetal fingers.One should note that for less ambi-

tious alignment tolerances, the reduction in Jsc (as comparedwith PERC

+) is even more pronounced. Consequently, the increase in efficiency

from PERC+ to PERC+ POLO of 0.41%abs is decent, especially when

set against the increase in process complexity (Table 2).

The leaky bucket principle also applies, of course, to the p‐Si {p}

POLO FJ cell. Here, the contact recombination at the rear is sup-

pressed, but the other three main recombination paths, in particular

the recombination at the electron contact on the front, are increased.

Since the latter is already the major loss mechanism in the PERC+ cell,

the Voc of 695 mV is smaller than that of the PERC+ POLO cell. The

reduction in Jsc (as compared with PERC+) is smaller in the p‐Si {p}

POLO FJ cell (0.14 mA/cm2) than in the PERC+ POLO cell, which

shows that parasitic absorption in the poly‐Si on the rear might be

acceptable if it is overcompensated by other benefits. As mentioned

above, the increase in fill factor because of the substitution of the con-

ventional PERC+ rear side—local Al BSFs as “islands” in the passivated

regions—by a full area collecting passivating contact is small (0.22%).

The overall efficiency benefit of the p‐Si {p}POLO FJ cell as compared

with PERC+ is only 0.23%abs. Although not chosen as an example in

Table 2, the process flow for such a p‐Si {p}POLO FJ cell, if based

on LPCVD and tube furnace anneal, is complex.12

The POLO IBC cell also features a passivating contact only for one

polarity. Nevertheless, it has, within the structures investigated here,

an unique feature; compared with a PERC+ cell, it does not only

address one recombination path (electron contact recombination as

in the case of PERC+ POLO or hole contact recombination as in the

case of p‐Si {p}POLO FJ). Rather, the entire P‐doped emitter in the

c‐Si, also in the passivated regions, is replaced by a well‐passivating

n+ POLO junction. Thus, the leaky bucket problem is addressed more

effectively than in the former structures, and the resulting Voc of

722 mV is much larger. This is the main reason for the high‐efficiency

potential of 25%, which is 1.59%abs larger than for the PERC+ cell. The
remaining one of the former “big three” recombination paths in a

PERC+ cell, the hole contact recombination, is increased to a lossaczr

of 0.89%abs in the POLO IBC cell. The increase in fill factor also con-

tributes to the increase in η for the POLO IBC cell. Besides the effect

of different geometrical dimensions on the series resistance, the

higher injection level at maximum power point—leading to a larger

fraction of Auger recombination and thus to a higher pseudo fill fac-

tor—also implies an increased fill factor. The shortcircuit current den-

sity of the POLO IBC cell is increased by 0.34 mA/cm2 as compared

with that of the PERC+ cell, obviously because of the absence of front

grid shading. However, it is worth mentioning that from simple geo-

metric arguments (2.2% metal area fraction on front), one would

expect a much higher increase in Jsc of 0.91 mA/cm2. Since, as

discussed above for the p‐Si {p}POLO FJ cell, parasitic absorption in

the poly‐Si on the rear only accounts for approximately 0.14 mA/

cm2, the remaining gap of 0.43 mA/cm2 is lost due to recombination.

Under Jsc conditions, recombination at the high‐low junctions (front‐

surface field, back‐surface field) is most effective.61 Assuming that

we will be able to transfer the excellent front‐side passivation of

3 fA/cm2 from test structures to our cells, the hole contact would

imply the largest recombination loss even under Jsc conditions.

The p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell is, in this picture, a conceptual continuation.

Here, all of the “big three” recombination paths in a PERC+ cell—elec-

tron and hole contact as well as emitter recombination—are addressed.

Consequently, its Voc of 739.9 mV is the highest of all cell structures

investigated here. On the other hand, its Jsc of 40.62 mA/cm2 is the

lowest. Both parasitic absorption (reflection) in (at) the poly‐Si on the

front and parasitic absorption in the poly‐Si on the rear are occurring

here. Consequently, the efficiency potential of the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell

of 24.98% is on par with that of the POLO IBC cell. When compared
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with the latter, the p‐Si POLO2 BJ might have the advantage of the

applicability of conventional cell interconnection schemes.

It is remarkable that the sum of the single selected recombination

lossaczr, as calculated with SEGA, does not decrease from the PERC+

to the p‐Si POLO2 BJ structure. The increase in efficiency (in Voc) from

left to right in Figures 2 and 3 is rather implied by the decrease of the

synergy induced by an simultaneous suppression of all recombination

losses (right‐hand axis of Figure 3).
3.2 | Simulation B—Technological constraints

One should note that for the simulations discussed above, a successful

contacting of the p+ poly‐Si without any degradation of the passiv-

ation quality are assumed. As shown by others48 and confirmed by

our own results of this work (see below), in particular the latter is, in

practice, a so far unsolved challenge. At least for firing‐through

Ag/Al pastes, a good contact resistance can only be achieved at the

price of a strong degradation of the passivation quality of the p+

POLO junctions in the metallized regions.

In order to quantify the effect of an increased J0,p+poly,met on the

efficiency potential of the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell, we vary J0,p+poly,met
FIGURE 5 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the cross‐se
nonlasered interfinger regions in KOH. A, overview, B, larger magnification
removed, C, larger magnification of the lasered finger regions where the po

FIGURE 6 A, Dynamic Infrared Lifetime Map (ILM) image of an M2 Cz w
(LPCVD) poly‐Si after junction formation, B, J0 values for the {p}POLO jun
The overcompensated n POLO junctions exhibit a J0 value of 3 fA/cm2 af
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
from 5 fA/cm2 (equal to J0,p+poly,pass) to 1500 fA/cm2. The specific

contact resistance ρc is varied from 5 to 50 mΩ cm2. All other param-

eters are kept constant as specified in Table 2. Figure 4 shows the

resulting contour plot for the efficiency. When comparing it with the

experimental J0,p+poly,met, ρc,p+poly,met values (see below), it becomes

obvious that the Ag/Al/p+‐poly‐Si contact has to be improved so that

a p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell (or any cell with p+ POLO junctions, e.g., the p‐Si

{p}POLO FJ cell or our record p‐Si POLO2 IBC cell) can exploit its full

efficiency potential.

3.3 | Experimental results on essential building
blocks

In the following, we report on the results obtained so far for the build-

ing blocks marked in Table 2, based on the experimental approaches

described in the previous section.

3.3.1 | PERC+ POLO cell (laser oxidation finger
regions front, diluted KOH, cleaning)

Figure 5 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of

the cross‐section of locally laser‐oxidized samples. While the poly‐Si
ction of a locally laser‐oxidized sample after poly‐Si removal in the
of the nonlasered interfinger regions where the poly‐Si is successfully
ly‐Si is roughened but successfully masked in the KOH step

afer with in situ p‐type–doped low‐pressure chemical vapor deposition
ctions with 100 and 200 nm poly‐Si thickness before and after firing.
ter SiNx deposition before firing [Colour figure can be viewed at
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FIGURE 7 A, Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the edge between interfinger regions where the p+‐poly‐Si was laser‐ablated prior to
the texturization process, and the finger‐regions where the p+‐poly‐Si was utilized as etch mask. B, Dynamic Infrared Lifetime Map (ILM) image of
symmetric test structures (as sketched on the lower right) after laser ablation, KOH etch, texturization, and passivation. The different samples are
KOH‐etched for 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120 seconds, starting from the upper left sample to the right and ending at the sample in the second row
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 8 Electrochemical capacitance voltage (ECV) profile of an n
POLO junction after overcompensation of originally p+‐type–doped
poly‐Si in a 100‐Ω/sq POCl3 diffusion [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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in the nonlasered region is removed during the KOH etching (see

Figure 5B), the lasered regions are protected by a thin SiO2.
62-64 The

remaining poly‐Si is roughened and has a thickness between 90 and

190 nm, but nevertheless is still intact (see Figure 5C).

3.3.2 | p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell#1 (Deposition of in‐situ p+
doped poly‐Si)

Figure 6A shows a Dynamic Infrared Lifetime Map (ILM) image of an

M2 Cz wafer symmetrical lifetime sample with in situ doped poly‐Si

junctions after an annealing step at 900°C, giving an impression of

the homogeneity of the surface passivation. Also, across the boat in

the LPCVD tube, we obtain a good wafer‐to‐wafer homogeneity after

an optimization of the in situ p‐type–doped poly‐Si deposition pro-

cess.65 Figure 6B shows the dependence of the surface recombination

parameter J0,poly on the annealing temperature. The values before fir-

ing refer to the case directly after high‐temperature anneal, the values

after firing refer to the case after SiNx deposition and firing at 850°C

set temperature. For the optimum annealing temperature of 900°C, J0,

poly takes a value of 5 fA/cm2.

3.3.3 | p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell#2 (laser ablation
inter‐finger regions, texturization, cleaning)

Figure 7A shows an SEM image (tilted view) of a sample that has been

locally laser‐ablated, etched in 20% KOH for 120 seconds and subse-

quently texturized. The non‐ablated p‐poly‐Si remains intact and with-

stands the wet chemical etching. Figure 7B shows ILM images at a

photon flux equivalent to 0.3 suns. The samples from left to right and

from top to bottom are etched for 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120 seconds in

KOH prior to texturization. The results indicate that the texturization

step itself is insufficient to remove the laser damage and that an addi-

tional KOH step of at least 60 seconds should be included in the process

flow. The p‐poly‐Si region at the rim is in this case not surface‐

passivating, since it has not yet passed a high temperature annealing

step at this stage.
3.3.4 | p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell#3 (POCl3 diffusion incl.
overcompensation of p‐type doping)

Figure 8 shows an electrochemical capacitance‐voltage (ECV) profile of

the completely overcompensated poly‐Si junction. No buried p‐type

doped layer is observed after a 100‐Ω/□ POCl3 diffusion. The green

square symbol in Figure 6B refers to the J0,poly of the overcompensated

n‐poly Si surface after SiNx deposition and firing. This value increases

from 3 fA/cm2 from before firing to 8 fA/cm2 after firing.

3.3.5 | p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell#4 (Ag/Al screen‐print on
p+ doped poly‐Si)

Figure 9 shows the results of the fire‐through paste evaluation on p‐

poly‐Si. The SiNx layer used here has a thickness of 50 nm. The metal

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 9 A, Saturation current density J0,p+poly,met in the metallized regions of the {p}POLO junctions as a function of firing set temperature for
two different pastes A,B and two different poly‐Si thicknesses. B, Specific metal/p+ poly‐Si contact resistance for paste A and poly‐Si thickness of
200 nm as a function of firing set temperature [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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recombination parameter J0,p+poly,met, plotted in Figure 9A for the two

different pastes and two different poly‐Si thicknesses, is the average

value of the three quarters with varying f met. Paste A results in

slightly lower J0,p+poly,met values than paste B and ranges from 117 ±

56 fA/cm2 when fired at a set temperature of 800°C to

1470 ± 220 fA/cm2 when fired at 890°C. The 100‐nm poly‐Si layers

show higher J0,p+poly,met values for the same paste and firing condition

compared with the 200‐nm poly‐Si. The reason is that the fire‐through

paste locally penetrates the poly‐Si layer more easily the thinner it

gets. Figure 8B shows the corresponding contact resistivities between

the paste and the poly‐Si layer. Contact resistivities below 10 mΩ cm2

are achieved only for set firing temperatures above 860°C. The results

indicate that at this point, it seems to be difficult to maintain the pas-

sivating contact properties after screen printing with fire‐through

pastes. For the set firing temperatures investigated, 860°C yields the

best contact properties (paste A, 200 nm poly‐Si thickness). According

to Figure 4, an efficiency of 24.1% would be achievable with a p‐Si

POLO2 BJ cell with the measured J0,p+poly,met and ρ0,p+poly,met values

(and the other parameters according to Table 1). This is a high value,

but might be also achievable with nonpatterned devices featuring pas-

sivating contacts for one polarity on the rear. Pastes might be

improved or alternative processes like combinations of laser contact

openings and nonfiring through pastes8 might be applied in the future,

so that the full benefit of passivating contacts for two polarities can be

exploited.
3.4 | First cell results for the POLO IBC structure

For the POLO IBC structure, essentially all building blocks are in place.

As reported in Haase et al,28 we verify the findings of others47 that

state‐of‐the‐art Ag pastes designed for contacting n+ poly‐Si can simul-

taneously achieve low specific contact resistances and (almost)

completely maintain the passivation quality of the POLO junctions in

the metallized area if the firing temperature is carefully chosen.We also

attempt to quantify the J0,n+poly,met value with the PC‐PLI method
described previously. The puzzling observation was that the effective

lifetimes in somemetallized quarters of the test structureswere actually

higher than in the nonmetallized reference quarter. Thus, a reliable anal-

ysis of the J0,n+poly,met value—which should be positive—was not possi-

ble. We suspect that the real temperature during firing was different

for the different quarters of the sample. This aspect requires further

investigation. In Haase et al,28 we report on 21.8% efficient POLO IBC

structures (M2 wafers but active cell area 4 cm2, designated area, in‐

house measurements). Meanwhile, we have improved the efficiency

to 22.6%. The main reasons for the discrepancy between these first

experimental results and the simulated efficiency potential according to

Table 3 were identified to be a nonwell‐working front side recombina-

tion (greater than 30 fA/cm2) and perimeter losses.Meanwhile, we have

improved the passivation quality of fired Al2O3/SiNx stack down to the

abovementioned value of 3 fA/cm2. We are currently applying this

front‐side passivation on the next cell batch, andwe are expecting a sig-

nificant efficiency improvement.
4 | CONCLUSION

We systematically compare different cell structures with passivating

contacts for none, one, and two polarities. We consider the following

aspects: (a) simulation‐based efficiency potential calculation and identi-

fication of main loss channels based on a SEGA, (b) possible elegant pro-

cess sequences for the realization of these cell structures, and (c) the

experimental evaluation of essential building blocks of these sequences.

Regarding (a), we calculate a moderate increase in the efficiency

potential when implementing one POLO junction in such a manner that

only one of the main recombination paths of the PERC+ benchmark is

addressed: 0.41% for the PERC+ POLO cell with n+ poly‐Si below the

metal fingers on the front side (electron contact recombination sup-

pressed), and 0.23% for the p‐Si {p}POLO FJ cell with p+ poly‐Si on

the rear (hole contact recombination suppressed). When implementing

one POLO junction in such a manner that two major recombination

paths of the PERC+ cell are addressed, the increase in the efficiency
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potential is much larger. For the POLO IBC cell, the phosphorus‐doped

c‐Si emitter is completely substituted by a well‐passivating n+ POLO

junction. Thus, electron contact recombination and recombination in

the passivated emitter regions are mitigated. The simulated efficiency

potential of the POLO IBC cell is 25%. Implementing POLO junctions

for two polarities can furthermore suppress the recombination at the

hole contact, implying even higher open‐circuit voltages close to

740mV for the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell. However, for all DSC structureswith

local poly‐Si (and metal) on the front, parasitic absorption in and reflec-

tion at the poly‐Si fingers—wider than themetal fingers to provide align-

ment tolerances—decrease the short‐circuit current density. Thus, the

simulated efficiency potential for the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell is “only”

24.98%. The Jsc decrease could be avoided by locating both POLO junc-

tions (and the metal contacts) on the rear as on our record 26.1% effi-

cient p‐Si POLO2 IBC cell.

Regarding (b) and (c), we propose to use local laser oxidation for

the structuring of the poly‐Si on the front of a PERC+ POLO cell. This

approach limits the number of additional process steps to two (ie, one

less than for straightforward print of a mask, etch‐back, and mask

removal). We demonstrate that with a picosecond laser at 355 nm, a

thin oxide can be grown, which successfully masks the finger regions

during poly‐Si removal in the nonlasered inter‐finger regions. Whether

the passivation quality in the lasered finger regions is still maintained is

subject of ongoing work.

In order to realize a p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell with poly‐Si for both

doping polarities, we propose here first to utilize the relatively small

etch rate p+ poly‐Si for structuring in alkaline solutions (no addi-

tional deposition of an etch barrier necessary), and an overcompen-

sation of the original p+ doping by phosphorus on the rear side. This

sequence would require only one LPCVD poly‐Si deposition and one

high temperature front‐end step, yielding a process complexity com-

parable with that of the PERC+ benchmark. We successfully demon-

strate the approach for structuring, ie, the complete removal of the

laser damage in the interfinger regions and a sufficient integrity of

the p+ poly‐Si etch barrier during etching. We also successfully dem-

onstrate that an overcompensation of the original p+ doping is pos-

sible within a standard 100‐Ω/sq POCl3 diffusion. The passivation

quality of both POLO junctions—the in situ p‐type–doped and the

overcompensated n‐type–doped— is excellent (3 to 7 fA/cm2 after

firing) and homogeneous across the wafer.

However, our results obtained so far for the evaluation of firing‐

through screen print metallization on p+ poly‐Si show that it is

currently hardly possible to maintain a good passivation quality in

the metallized regions while achieving a low specific contact resis-

tance. The current quality of these metal/p+ poly‐Si contacts limits

the efficiency potential of the p‐Si POLO2 BJ cell to 24.1%. The pastes

might be improved or alternative processes like combinations of laser

contact openings, and nonfiring through pastes8 might be applied in

the future. By contrast, all building blocks for the POLO IBC cell seem

to be in place already. With respect to the efficiency potential, lean-

ness of the process flow, and the current technological constraints,

this structure therefore seems to be an attractive intermediate step

before implementing passivating contacts for both polarities.
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